
How to Sing Loud: Setting the Tone & Beat 

(Sustainably!) for Molly Dancing 

 

Hi everyone, I’m Corey O’Sullivan-Bauser, as many of you know, I have 

been morris dancing with Ann Arbor Morris since the mid 90s, and am also 

a founding member of the quality molly, (currently on hiatus)  As such I 

have spent a lot of time thinking about what Molly is to The Quality, and 

what makes up our style, as well as modern molly dancing, in general. I 

have some opinions, fair warning. 

 

This Session will be recorded up to the point where we switch to Q&A, and 

is a more final and polished form of the workshop I did this past October. 

This Redux will allow me to incorporate answers to some of the questions 

from the original q/a session, as well as some techniques that I have been 

learning about in the interim.  I’m going to start off with some talking, and 

some demonstrative singing, and then towards the end I have two Intrepid 

Souls who have agreed to submit themselves to a masterclass style demo 

and critique from me. 

 

When I first mentioned this workshop to Carol Mohr, who is actually the 

primary singer for The Quality, everywhere that is not an ale, her first 

response was “Just Sing Loud!”  

 

And while that statement is not incorrect, I believe it is incomplete: and that 

Carol is short-selling her own huge amount of musical ability and 

experience that inform her “just do the thing” response.  I wanted to take 

today to explore some of the basic tricks and techniques , and nitty gritty 

details of HOW to do that, from a… less well trained perspective. 

  

One might ask, Don’t you just sing loud? Well yes and no, there are a few 

more things to consider, some things that will facilitate said loudness, and 

several other things that can increase the overall impact of your 

performance. I feel the most important thing to remember is that Singing for 

molly is fundamentally a different animal from singing at a pub sing, or a 



traditional vocal performance, because as much as molly singing can be 

artistic and punchy and emotional, it’s primary function is utilitarian to the 

dance performance that it accompanies.  And it MUST consistently serve 

that purpose above all else. 

 

Preparation 

Know your dang words.   

This is a different process for everyone, but if you have a printout, I would 

say that you need to be at least 90% off-book before you try to work with 

dancers.  I generally mark this as the point where I know all the verses, but 

still need to reference what order they come in.  In fact, I have written cue 

cards that just have the first few words of each verse, in order, as a security 

blanket. 

This is important because while some dancers count, or do what the tune 

tells them, others cue off actual lyrics.   

{insert example of lyric sheet with beats, and breaths} 

 I use blue for verses 1s, and pink for chorus 1s, and all the yellow bits 

represent other on-beat counts.  I include all of them, even when not voiced 

because this is a tool to facilitate dance, and being able to cross reference 

the counts with beats, words, etc is really helpful in the learning/teaching 

process.  

 

Doing this sort of prep work not only helps dancers, while they are learning, 

it also marks for you what the dominant beats are for you as a vocalist, so 

you can enforce tempo by pushing slightly louder on the beat, and falling 

back on the ands.  

 

Tempo 

 This is primarily because when singing for dancing, you ARE the beat; (I 

like the words VOCAL MELODIC PERCUSSION) As vocal metronome you 

should be locked into a tempo that is danceable, and that probably won’t 

change through the course of an individual dance.  I usually stomp through 

the dance while singing, at least in the beginning, to get a feel for what the 

practical speed should be.  As a side note, I’ve found that 55-65 beats per 

minute seems to be the butter-zone.  If you are developing new dances, 



you may find that a tune suddenly doesn’t work as well at “dancing speed” 

or something that seemed unlikely in it’s native tempo suddenly works 

better when it is slowed down for stepping.  This means that tempo is 

probably off the table as an artistic tool in your performance, but fear not, 

we will cover some other options later. 

 

 

 

Making the loud 

 

Find your key for every tune.  This kind of vocalizing is a marathon, not a 

sprint,  don’t make it harder for yourself than it needs to be. This is 

especially true when your side is learning a new dance, or doing a multi-

dance performance, That means assessing, and being really honest about 

what your comfort zone (or tessitura, as the classicals call it,) actually is; 

this is not the time to show off that highest octave that you have been 

working to develop for the last year, or to plan on reaching for those last 3 

low notes you can only hit if you're really warm and relaxed, and also 

squat.  For me: that is a nice, comfy mixed belting voice, and I experiment 

with starting keys until I can get the majority of the pitch spread in that 

butter zone, so that if there is a high or low note that spills over, I’m not 

already straining before I get to it.  A note for repetitive tunes; make sure 

that the highest note is actually in your good zone, if you have to hit it every 

4 measures. 

 

Now, a little about belting: it is a technique where you bring the power of 

your chest voice up into your head register, with relaxed throat, and low 

centered breath support. It’s desirable because it carries a lot of volume 

and tends to cut through a space in performances.  It comes to some 

people naturally, but it is easy to do incorrectly, and that can injure your 

voice, so disclaimer here: if you feel like you are far from that place with 

your own voice, I would recommend  seeking guidance from a vocal coach.  

Many are available for online sessions, and I have linked several on the 

resource guide, along with a particular video from vocal coach Madeline 



Harvey called “What belting feels like” where she describes it better than I 

ever could. 

 

Some people have that perfect pitch thing, I am not one of them, but I have 

gotten good at knowing what a particular phrase should feel like when it is 

at the correct pitch.  If I were doing a tune with a particularly wide range, or 

if I wasn’t confident about feeling it out, there’s no shame in a pitch pipe 

and a cribsheet of starting notes.  Even in performance, taking 5 seconds 

to check a starting pitch is way better than realizing a third of the way 

through a song that you started way too high, and having your voice just 

quit by the time you get to the ¾ mark.   

 

Breathe! 

I'm not kidding when I say that I have marked where breaths go on my 

word sheets. It will help you maintain rhythm and consistency.  Also 

posture! Stand tall, with your shoulders back and chest open, it will make 

more room for air, and air makes sound. Plant your feet so you can draw 

support from the floor.  Some classical circles refer to this as “park & bark” 

where you stop doing other physical movements so you can sing with your 

entire body’s support. 

 

Having regimented breath also helps to punch your on-beat syllables, and 

fall back on the “ands”  This helps build that vocal percussion, establishing 

beat, power and momentum in the dance. (richard’s castle) 

 

Adding color 

 

There are a few ways to color your performance for storytelling impact, or 

to cue the audience to the nifty bits of a particular dance.  

 

Pitch 

Incidental variation 

You can vary the tune somewhat for key phrase resolutions, resolving a 

phrase on a minor key for example.   You actually can get away with quite 

a bit of this, as long as you maintain the beat, and are able to get back to 



your home notes when you need to. I have even found that if you want to 

introduce variation into a repetitive tune, you can alternate between a 

melody  and harmony version.   Be careful with this if you are prone to 

losing your key while noodling about.  (sing katy cruel diddly bits with 

different endings)  

 

Dynamic key changes:  In Hangman, the song is often modulated up a half-

step at each new cycle, to build tension leading to the hanging of the 

condemned. ( Sing small bit of hangman)  The Quality vocalists tend to do 

this as a clean shift, though I have also heard it done as a slide to great 

effect.  The important technical point about this technique is to pace 

yourself: If the modulation is done at the beginning of each chorus, you are 

only shifting up 3-4 times for a total difference of about 2 whole notes by 

the time the dance is over.  That much of a shift is totally manageable for 

most people’s vocal range. If you try to get fancy and shift at the beginning 

of each figure as well, then you are cumulatively looking at the better part 

of an octave in key shift.  I won’t say that you *can’t* do it, but that much is 

an uncomfortable stretch for most peoples’ “comfy range” 

 

You can also control how you are saying each word, add dimension to a 

song. 

 

Distortion 

You can add growl, wail, rasp, or fry/sizzle to your delivery or choose to 

straight up speak or yell certain words.   I have also found that if the 

majority of a song has a good amount of momentum, that you can even get 

away with a little bit of well placed syncopation. (maddy groves) 

 

Vowel shape 

Altering the literal shape your mouth makes on vowels can do a lot to 

control your tone quality, both in perceived demeanor and in actual volume, 

as well as general appeal to the listener ( country life chorus, wide then tall) 

 

Resonance 



Breath control is a huge part of volume, but so is directed resonance; how 

you allow sound to vibrate through your chest and skull, as well as coming 

directly out your mouth.  You can alter this by raising or lowering your soft 

palette, changing tongue position, moving your jaw, and directing the sound 

out through various parts of your face.  I’m going to attempt to demo 

several resonant styles in a single song, so you can see the contrasts.  I 

will be making ridiculous hand gestures to indicate where I am directing the 

sound. (all among the barley Tim Hart,  june tabor, maddy prior, steven 

levine, and ME)  Bonus points and high fives for anyone who can guess 

who all those styles belonged to. 

 

Finally Endurance:   it’s just that, something you build up over time.  

General cardio helps, but singing is done with specific muscles mostly in 

your throat and core, and they need to be used to become strong. 

 

I think that’s about enough from me, now I’d like to bring on  our first 

volunteer  Robin rayfield of upton on the lakes, MTM, and Great northern 

border. 

 

Next up we have Fred Momaney of Green River tap and Die. 

 


